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Abstract26

The Multidisciplinary drifting Observatory for the Study of the Arctic Climate27

(MOSAiC, 2019/2020), a year-long drift with the Arctic sea ice, has provided28

the scientific community with an unprecedented, multidisciplinary dataset from29

the Eurasian Arctic Ocean, covering high atmosphere to deep ocean across all30
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seasons. However, the heterogeneity of data and the superposition of spatial and31

temporal variability, intrinsic to a drift campaign, complicate the interpretation of32

observations. In this study, we compile a quality-controlled hydrographic dataset33

with best spatio-temporal coverage and derive core parameters, including the34

mixed layer depth, heat fluxes over key layers, and friction velocity. We provide35

a comprehensive and accessible overview of the ocean conditions encountered36

along the MOSAiC drift, discuss their interdisciplinary implications, and compare37

common ocean climatologies to these new data. Our results indicate that - for the38

most parts - ocean variability was dominated by regional, rather than seasonal sig-39

nals, with potentially strong implications for ocean biogeochemistry, ecology, sea40

ice, and even atmospheric conditions. Near-surface ocean properties are strongly41

influenced by the relative position of sampling within or outside the river-water42

influenced Transpolar Drift, and seasonal warming and meltwater input. Ventila-43

tion down to the Atlantic Water layer in the Nansen Basin allows for a stronger44

connectivity to both sea ice and surface ocean, including elevated upward heat45

fluxes. The Yermak Plateau and Fram Strait region are characterized by variable46

conditions, strong ocean currents, a stronger influence of Atlantic Water, and sub-47

stantial lateral gradients in surface water properties in frontal regions. Together48

with the presented results and core parameters, we offer context for interdisci-49

plinary research, fostering an improved understanding of the complex, coupled50

Arctic System.51

1. Introduction52

To a large extent, the Arctic Ocean has been historically inaccessible due to its53

perennial ice cover, resulting in limited data availability, particularly during win-54

ter. With global warming triggering rapid transformations in the Arctic (Rantanen55

et al., 2022), a better understanding of processes in the Arctic Ocean and its role56

in the coupled climate system is urgently needed to accurately predict the effects57

of a changing climate. Ongoing changes in the Arctic Ocean include declining58

sea ice cover and longer open water seasons (e.g. Stroeve et al., 2008; Kwok,59

2018; Kim et al., 2023), Atlantification, i.e., the progression of conditions typi-60

cal for the North Atlantic further into the Arctic Ocean (Polyakov et al., 2017),61

a weakening upper ocean stratification, enhanced vertical mixing and transport62

(Polyakov et al., 2020b,a; Schulz et al., 2022a), increased primary productivity63

(Arrigo and van Dijken, 2015), and changes in the Arctic ecosystem composition64

(Gordó-Vilaseca et al., 2023). These changes are primarily observed in the East-65

ern Arctic, while conditions in the Western Arctic exhibit less clear patterns, e.g.,66
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no conclusive evidence of increased mixing (Dosser et al., 2021; Fine and Cole,67

2022), or even show opposite trends, e.g., increased stratification by freshwater68

accumulation in the Beaufort Gyre (Timmermans and Toole, 2023).69

The Multidisciplinary drifting Observatory for the Study of Arctic Climate70

(MOSAiC) was a recent (2019-2020), year-long drift campaign with the aim to71

improve our process-level understanding of the coupled Arctic System (Rabe72

et al., 2022; Shupe et al., 2022; Nicolaus et al., 2022). A large number of inter-73

disciplinary efforts in MOSAiC involve physical oceanography parameters, such74

as ocean temperature and salinity or current velocity. Examples include efforts75

to calculate the solubility of gases, to determine the origin of water masses that76

transport tracers and organisms, to quantify the contribution of oceanic heat to77

sea ice formation and melting, or to constrain the variability in ice-nucleating par-78

ticles of marine origin. In addition, the modeling community requires updated79

oceanic boundary conditions and core parameters for model validation (Heuzé80

et al., 2023b), while climatological datasets, which are often crucial components81

in modeling frameworks, need ground-truthing to current conditions. However,82

the diversity of oceanographic equipment used during MOSAiC, and the resulting83

scattered datasets at various levels of processing and documentation hinder easy84

access to and utilization of these data, especially for non-physical oceanographers85

and scientists not involved in the field campaign. In addition, the design of MO-86

SAiC as a drifting platform complicates the interpretation of oceanographic mea-87

surements. Superimposed on the annual cycle is the regionality along the more88

than 3500 km long drift track across the Eurasian basin (Rabe et al., 2022). These89

challenges might entail an inconsistent usage and interpretation of the oceano-90

graphical data, and hinder the inter-comparability of individual studies in the fu-91

ture.92

In this study, we compile an accessible and quality-controlled dataset of hydro-93

graphic profiles at the highest possible temporal resolution along the drift, and pro-94

vide derived core parameters (Schulz et al., 2023b), including an interactive data95

interface (Mieruch, 2023) in the online Ocean Data View webODV (Mieruch and96

Schlitzer, 2023), which can be consistently used in future disciplinary and inter-97

disciplinary studies . Based on this dataset, we present a comprehensive overview98

of ocean conditions during the MOSAiC drift, discuss their effect on the coupled99

system, and - as far as possible - discriminate between spatial and temporal sig-100

nals. This description of the state of the Eurasian Arctic Ocean in 2019-2020, and101

the comparison of commonly used climatological datasets to these modern data,102

will also aid the evaluation of ocean models.103

The structure of this paper is as follows: In section 2, we provide a brief104
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overview of the methods and instrumentation used in this study (more detailed in-105

formation is available in the Appendix). Section 3 describes the geography along106

the drift track of MOSAiC, and in section 4 we summarize the water column107

structure and water mass distribution. Section 5 then focuses on dynamic features,108

such as surface and tidal current variability and eddies; and parameters related to109

ocean mixing, such as the vertical diffusivity and heat fluxes, are presented in sec-110

tion 6. In section 7, we compare MOSAiC results to existing climatologies. In the111

discussion (section 8), we contextualize the MOSAiC data by comparing them to112

previous findings, and we discuss the implications of these results for other sci-113

entific disciplines. Finally, section 9 summarizes the main findings and concludes114

the paper.115

2. Methods and Instrumentation116

The MOSAiC drift started in September 2019, using the icebreaker RV Polarstern117

(Knust, 2017) as a drifting platform frozen into the Arctic sea ice, with measure-118

ments conducted from the same ice floe and surrounding sites during five cruise119

legs. On-site sampling was interrupted between May 15 to June 27, 2020, due to120

the unavailability of a second icebreaker during the COVID-19 pandemic to per-121

form personnel exchange and resupply, but resumed on the exact same floe. At122

the end of July, the floe disintegrated in the marginal ice zone in Fram Strait, and123

after relocation north, a second floe was chosen close to the previous drift track124

to sample the freeze-up period. In the following, we will briefly summarize the125

different datasets and methods used in this study. More details can be found in126

the Appendix, and an overview of the sampling locations is found in Rabe et al.127

(2022).128

We obtain water depths from three different sources: The Polarstern129

echosounder, the combined altimeter and depth readings from the deep CTD130

(Conductivity, Temperature, Depth) casts, and the IBCAO v4.2 bathymetric131

dataset (Jakobsson et al., 2020). Drift track and speed are obtained from the132

Polarstern navigation records, and complemented with data from a GPS buoy133

(”CO1”) that remained on the floe when sampling was interrupted in spring. From134

the drift velocity, we calculate the ice friction velocity u⋆ based on the Rossby135

similarity (see Appendix), as already done in Kawaguchi et al. (2022).136

A set of in total 2,434 vertical temperature and salinity profiles are compiled,137

including data from the microstructure profiler (MSS) operated in Ocean City,138

i.e., a sampling site in the Central Observatory (CO) on the main floe (1,665 pro-139

files, 0-350 m, Schulz et al. (2023c)), the Ocean City CTD (Tippenhauer et al. (in140
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reviewa), 121 profiles, down to maximum 1000 m), and the Polarstern CTD (Tip-141

penhauer et al. (in reviewb), 134 profiles, excluding those during transit). During142

the drift interruption, and on days without any MSS or CTD casts, we use profiles143

from the ice-tethered profilers ITP94 and ITP111 (down to 1000 m depth) (428144

profiles in total, Toole and Krishfield, 2016), and daily mean data at five discrete145

depths (10, 25, 50, 75, 100 m) from a CTD chain on the Pacific Gyre buoy O4146

(86 days, Hoppmann et al., 2022b), all deployed near the CO at the start of the147

drift. Data from all instruments are converted to Conservative Temperature Θ (◦C)148

and Absolute Salinity SA (g kg−1), quality-controlled and cross-calibrated where149

necessary (see Appendix). Temperature readings from the Polarstern thermos-150

alinograph are excluded here, as they were found to be unreliable (see Appendix),151

and we recommend these data are not used in future analysis.152

We calculate the mixed layer depth, i.e., the vertical extent of the surface layer153

with uniform temperature, salinity, and hence density, as the first depth where154

the potential density anomaly σ0 increases by more than ∆σ0 > 0.04 kg m−3
155

compared to the surface (4-10 m) mean value (or, 0.06 kg m−3 if the increase156

in density at the base of the mixed layer is more gradual, see Appendix). We157

omit giving mixed layer depth estimates in the presence of strong upper (0-10 m)158

ocean stratification (i.e., when there is no classical mixed layer, conditions fre-159

quently found during melt season), or when mixed layer depth estimates based160

on different density thresholds (0.04 to 0.08 kg m−3) are very variable (i.e., the161

base of the mixed layer is not well defined). Surface salinity and temperature are162

calculated as the average over 4-10 m depth (to exclude sampling points within163

an under-ice meltwater lens in spring for the MSS), and the corresponding freez-164

ing point temperature is calculated based on the TEOS-10 set of equations (Mc-165

Dougall and Barker, 2011). Additionally, to better identify the surface water com-166

position and origin, we calculate the surface layer (0-15 m) river water fraction167

based on an end-member analysis using δ18O isotope and salinity measurements168

(Bauch et al., 2011), and CDOM (Colored Dissolved Organic Matter, an indicator169

for riverine water) fluorescence from ITP94 (legs 1-4 only) (e.g. Granskog et al.,170

2007; Gonçalves-Araujo et al., 2016; Stedmon et al., 2021). We characterize water171

masses and layers as summarized in Tab. 1.172

Current velocity profiles (∼20-400 m depth) obtained with a 75 kHz ADCP173

(Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler, Baumann et al., 2021) are used to calculate174

depth-averaged surface layer (14-30 m) and tidal (whole water depth) currents of175

different frequencies (see Meyer et al., 2017b, for more details in the methodol-176

ogy), and to visually identify eddies. Tidal velocities are compared to data from177

the tidal model AOTIM5 (Erofeeva and Egbert, 2020).178
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Table 1. Water mass and layer definitions. ML: Mixed Layer, HAL: halo-
cline, THERM: thermocline, AAW: Arctic Atlantic Water, AW: Atlantic Wa-
ter, UPDW: Upper Polar Deep Water, EBDW: Eurasian Basin Deep Water,
EBBW: Eurasian Basin Bottom Water, CBDW: Canadian Basin Deep Water,
AIW: Intermediate Water, NSDW: Nordic Sea Deep Water. σx is potential
density referred at x km depth. Θ is Conservative Temperature.

Watermass Upper limit Lower limit reference
ML surface base ML this study (see Appendix)

HAL base ML R = 0.05 Bourgain and Gascard (2011)
THERM 0.8Θmin, halocline < Θ < 0.8Θmax, AW Schulz et al. (2021)

AAW 0◦C< Θ < 2◦C Korhonen et al. (2013)
AW Θ > 2◦C (Rudels et al., 2012)

UPDW Θ = 0◦ C σ0.5 = 30.444 kg m−3 Rudels (2009)
EBDW σ0.5 = 30.444 kg m−3 σ1 = 37.46 kg m−3 Smethie Jr et al. (1988)
EBBW σ1 = 37.46 kg m−3 sea floor Smethie Jr et al. (1988)
CBDW as EBDW/NSDW, but Θ > −0.6◦C, SA >35.083a Rudels (2009)
AIWb Θ = 0◦ C σ0.5 = 30.444 kg m−3 Meyer et al. (2017b)

NSDWb σ0.5 = 30.444 kg m−3 C sea floor Meyer et al. (2017b)
a Converted from Practical Salinity of 34.915 at 1500 m depth.
bYermak Plateau and Fram Strait only.

Turbulent mixing parameters presented here are based on the dissipation rate179

of turbulent kinetic energy (ε), measured with the MSS (Schulz et al., 2022b). ε180

describes how much small (0.1-1 m) scale turbulent kinetic energy (”turbulence”)181

is present to mix the water column. From ε, we calculate the depth of the sur-182

face active mixing layer, i.e., the depth range where turbulence is elevated due to183

friction at the ocean-sea ice interface (ε ≥ 5 × 10−9 W kg−1). From ε and the184

local stratification, we calculate the turbulent diffusivity Kz along each profile, as185

described in Bouffard and Boegman (2013). This method takes into account how186

Kz scales in different energetic regimes, i.e., in the presence of high or low tur-187

bulence, and strong or weak stratification. Spatio-temporal averages in different188

regions or over certain vertical layers were obtained using the maximum likeli-189

hood estimator MLE (Baker and Gibson, 1987), and heat fluxes over the halocline190

and thermocline (see Tab. 1) were calculated following Schulz et al. (2021). In191

addition, eddy-correlation-based heat fluxes at 3 m depth were measured with an192

Autonomous Ocean Flux buoy at a distance of 15-25 km from Polarstern (see193
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Appendix for details).194

We compare four typical Arctic Ocean climatological datasets, and two com-195

monly used state estimates (i.e., models constrained with observational data to196

minimize the misfit to these observations), listed in Tab. 2 to the MOSAiC data.197

These data products cover different time periods, contain different types of data198

from various sources, and are produced using distinct methods and interpolation199

procedures (see Appendix for details).200

Table 2. Climatologies and state estimates (italic) of temperature and salinity
used for comparison with the MOSAiC observations (section 7).

Dataset Reference Temporal coverage
PHC3 Steele et al. (2001) 1948-1997

WOA18 Locarnini et al. (2018); Zweng et al. (2018) 1955-2017
MIMOC Schmidtko et al. (2013) 1970-2011
WOA23 Boyer et al. (2018) 1991-2020

ASTE Nguyen et al. (2021) 2002-2017
ECCOv4 Forget et al. (2015) 1992-2015

3. Geography along the drift track201

The Arctic Ocean is a semi-enclosed basin, connected to the Atlantic Ocean via202

the Fram Strait between Svalbard and Greenland and the Barents Sea, and to the203

Pacific via the Bering Strait between Russia and Alaska. Surrounded by wide shelf204

seas, the deep Arctic basin is separated by the Lomonosov Ridge, which reaches205

from the Siberian to the Canadian shelf, into the Amerasian and Eurasian basins.206

The Eurasian Basin is further divided into the Amundsen Basin and the Nansen207

Basin by the Gakkel Ridge (Fig. 1a). The shallow Yermak Plateau extends from208

the continental shelf on which the Svalbard archipelago is located northwards,209

with the Nansen Basin on its eastern, and Fram Strait on its western side. These210

geographic divides have a large impact on Arctic Ocean circulation patterns, and211

hence on the water column structure in the different regions. When interpreting212

the results from a drift campaign such as MOSAiC, regional gradients have to be213

taken into account.214

The MOSAiC drift started in October 2019 in the ∼4400 m deep Amundsen215

Basin (green dot in Fig. 1), and progressed parallel to the Gakkel Ridge within the216

basin over virtually flat bottom topography for around five months. The drift then217

crossed the rough topography of the Gakkel Ridge over a three-week time period218
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Figure 1. (a) Bathymetric map of the Arctic Ocean with drift track (violet
from Polarstern, orange from GPS buoy CO1 between legs 3 and 4) indicated;
(b) bathymetry along the drift track from Polarstern echosounder (teal), IB-
CAO v4.2 (black), and the deep CTD casts (red squares). For better orienta-
tion, landmarks of the drift, and the start and end of the individual legs, are
indicated with colored dots and triangles in both figures. The orange line in
(b) indicates the time period when the floe was left uncrewed.
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between March 18 to April 9, 2020 (yellow to red dot in Fig. 1), and crossed the219

Nansen Basin. At the beginning of June, the drift reached the shallow Yermak220

Plateau (local depth ∼800m, purple dot) northwest of Svalbard. After crossing221

the plateau from east to west, the floe entered the deeper waters and complex222

topography of Fram Strait on July 16 (blue dot in Fig. 1), and drifted south, until223

the floe eventually broke up in the marginal ice zone. After a relocation closer224

to the North Pole, in the vicinity of the previous drift track (white triangle in225

Fig. 1), measurements were resumed on a second floe in the Amundsen Basin.226

This time, the drift was directed northwards, parallel to the Lomonosov Ridge,227

until the expedition ended on September 20, 2020.228

Compared to the water depth measurements from MOSAiC, we find that the229

bathymetric data from IBCAO v4.2 perform well in the basins and for the Gakkel230

Ridge and Yermak Platau region, but agree less well with the highly variable bot-231

tom depth in Fram Strait. In the following, we will use the bathymetric data from232

IBCAO, and any basin averages (e.g., of temperature and salinity profiles) will233

refer to averages over the regions indicated above and in Fig. 1b, with a discrim-234

ination between the Amundsen Basin winter (first part of the drift) and summer235

(last part of the drift) conditions.236

4. Water column structure and variability237

In the following sections, we provide a short general overview of the water masses238

of the Eurasian Arctic Ocean and their formation and characteristics (section 4.1).239

We will then elaborate on the observed variability of the near-surface waters (4.2),240

the Atlantic Water layer (4.3) and the deep water masses (4.4) during the MOSAiC241

drift.242

4.1. Water masses in the Arctic Ocean243

Large amounts of terrestrial freshwater (and other material) enter the Arctic Ocean244

from Siberia, and are advected towards Fram Strait together with sea ice formed245

on the Siberian shelves transported via the Transpolar Drift1 (e.g. Rudels et al.,246

2012; Charette et al., 2020; Mysak, 2001; Karcher et al., 2012). These waters247

are characterized by high concentrations of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) and248

1Both the transport of fresh water and sea ice across the Arctic Ocean are often referred to as
the ”Transpolar Drift”. While both transport patterns are qualitatively similar, it should be kept in
mind that the exact transport pathway and the velocity of sea ice and river water-rich surface water
differ (see section 5). In this study, Transpolar Drift refers to the transport of relatively fresh, river
water-rich surface water from Siberian regions towards Fram Strait, unless specified otherwise.
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Figure 2. (a) Conservative Temperature (◦C), (b) Absolute Salinity (g kg−1),
and (c) water mass distribution along the drift, based on the composite
dataset presented in this study, with indicated topography (brown patches).
Gray lines in (a) and (b) indicate isopycnals with a spacing of 0.2 kg m−3. In
(a) GR: Gakkel Ridge; in (c) ML: Mixed Layer, HAL: halocline, AAW: Arc-
tic Atlantic Water, AW: Atlantic Water, UPDW: Upper Polar Deep Water,
EBDW: Eurasian Basin Deep Water, EBBW: Eurasian Basin Bottom Wa-
ter, CBDW: Canadian Basin Deep Water, AIW: Arctic Intermediate Water,
NSDW: Nordic Sea Deep Water (see Tab. 1). Data gaps in June are caused
by ITP profiles not covering the whole water column. Note that the y-axis is
nonlinear, zoomed in the upper 400 m. In (a), triangles indicate the start and
end of the legs, dots and vertical dotted lines the geographical markers, and
the orange line the uncrewed period of the drift as in Fig. 1b.
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various lithogenic elements, and may carry organisms originating from the coastal249

and shelf zones (Krumpen et al., 2019; Charette et al., 2020). Paffrath et al. (2021)250

showed, based on lithogenic provenance tracers, that most of the freshwater en-251

countered in the Eurasian Arctic Ocean is derived from the Lena, Yenisei and Ob252

rivers, whose contributions do not fully mix and form distinct freshwater domains253

within the Transpolar Drift. The high nutrient load in these terrestrial waters is in254

parts consumed already on the wide Siberian shelves (Laukert et al., 2022, and255

references therein), and their role for primary production at the pan-Arctic scale256

is still not entirely clear (Fouest et al., 2013; Terhaar et al., 2021; Gibson et al.,257

2022). Mixed with ambient waters, this land-runoff forms a relatively fresh sur-258

face layer uniform in temperature and salinity: the polar mixed layer (ML, gray in259

Fig. 2c). This surface layer is bound by a pycnocline, i.e., a sharp increase in den-260

sity, primarily set by salinity here, over a few meters, that we refer to as the base261

of the surface mixed layer. Below, salinity further increases, but more gradually,262

i.e., over tens of meters, with temperatures at or close to the freezing point. This263

layer is called the Arctic halocline (teal in Fig. 2c, Rudels et al. (2012); Schauer264

et al. (1997)). In temperature and salinity space (i.e., TS-diagrams), the halocline265

appears as an increase in salinity close to the freezing point line (Fig. 3a). Due266

to its strong stratification, the halocline suppresses the vertical exchange between267

the surface layer and underlying waters (Schulz et al., 2023a), and prevents both268

heat and nutrients from the Atlantic Water layer to reach the surface. In addi-269

tion, the strong stratification also decouples the speed and even direction of lateral270

advection in the surface layer and halocline, which may all contribute to a hetero-271

geneous distribution of tracers as well as microorganisms in these layers, despite272

being both located in the potentially sun-lit upper ocean.273

Relatively warm and saline water from the Atlantic enters the Arctic Ocean274

through eastern Fram Strait and the shallow Barents Sea, carrying high nutri-275

ent concentrations (Torres-Valdés et al., 2013) and organisms of Atlantic origin276

(Snoeijs-Leijonmalm et al., 2022). This water circulates counterclockwise along277

the Arctic continental slopes (Schauer et al., 1997; Rudels et al., 2012), and is278

modified on its pathway by heat loss to the atmosphere when it resides close to279

the surface in the Barents Sea (Smedsrud et al., 2013; Meyer et al., 2017a), and280

subsequently by mixing with colder water masses (Lenn et al., 2009; Rippeth281

et al., 2015). This modification appears as a temperature decrease and a progres-282

sively deeper position of the warm and saline Atlantic Water within the water283

column along its advective pathway (e.g., Schulz et al., 2021). When Atlantic Wa-284

ter temperatures are below 2◦C, we refer to it as modified, or Arctic Atlantic Water285

(AAW, see Tab. 1, beige in Fig. 2c). In TS-diagrams, this layer is visible as a tem-286
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perature peak, i.e., an increase and decrease of temperature over a narrow salinity287

range (Fig. 3a). The distribution and modification of Atlantic Water can also be288

inferred from provenance tracers (e.g., Bauch et al., 2016; Laukert et al., 2017,289

2019).290

The identification of deep waters below the Atlantic Water layer is less291

straightforward, as changes in temperature and salinity at these depths can be close292

to the instrument precision (red box in Fig. 3). Moreover, historical definitions for293

these deep waters might not hold anymore, as the properties of the water masses294

involved in their formation have been changing due to ongoing global warming295

(Somavilla et al., 2013; von Appen et al., 2015). Here, we use a set of histori-296

cal definitions that differ between the central basins and the regions of Yermak297

Plateau and Fram Strait (Tab. 1), but we advise treating these results with caution.298

In the central Eurasian Arctic Ocean (Amundsen and Nansen Basins), Upper Po-299

lar Deep Water (UPDW, lilac in Fig. 2c) resides below the Atlantic Water layer.300

UPDW is a heterogeneous water mass formed as a mixture of intermediate wa-301

ters flowing into the Arctic Ocean through Fram Strait and Atlantic Water, which302

has been strongly cooled during winter in the Barents Sea, as well as saline and303

dense plumes formed on the shelves by brine rejection during sea ice formation304

(e.g. Rudels, 2009). In the TS-diagram, this water mass is a mostly straight line305

with increasing salinity and decreasing temperature (Fig.3b). Below the UPDW,306

the primary water mass is Eurasian Basin Deep Water (EBDW, green in Fig. 2c),307

with occasional intrusions of relatively warm and salty Canada Basin Deep Water308

(CBDW, pink in Fig. 2c). EBDW is characterized by nearly constant temperature309

and is the result of the interaction between inflowing deep waters through Fram310

Strait and dense plumes from the shelves (e.g. Smethie Jr et al., 1988). CBDW311

enters the Eurasian Basin across the Lomonosov Ridge and proceeds as a narrow312

boundary current, but is episodically transported into the interior basin by ed-313

dies. The water mass close to the sea floor is called Eurasian Basin Bottom Water314

(EBBW, dark purple in Fig. 2c), whose properties are impacted notably by dense315

overflows and geothermal heating (e.g. Smethie Jr et al., 1988). In Fram Strait,316

there is Arctic Intermediate Water (AIW, orange in Fig. 2c) instead of UPDW be-317

low the Atlantic Water layer, and Norwegian Sea Deep Water (NSDW, brown in318

Fig. 2c) closer to the sea floor. AIW is characterized by nearly constant salinity319

and decreasing temperatures with depth, and is typically enriched in oxygen, as320

it is formed through open ocean convection in the Nordic Seas (e.g. Meyer et al.,321

2017b). NSDW used to be seen as a cold, fresh and very dense water mass, but322

has warmed rapidly since the cessation of Nordic Seas deep convection, as it is323

no longer replenished. It now closely resembles EBDW (von Appen et al., 2015).324
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All the deep water masses are different mixtures between water of Atlantic ori-325

gin and waters entrained by deep convection (NSDW) or dense water overflows326

(all Eurasian basins deep waters) and therefore have different tracer properties,327

especially oxygen (Karam et al., 2023) and transient tracers (Heuzé et al., 2023a).328

Figure 3. Temperature-Salinity diagram for (a) the full depth range (for the
basin averages, the upper 5m are not shown); and (b) enlargement of the deep
water masses. Gray lines indicate daily profiles, colored lines refer to basin
averages as indicated. The black line in (a) indicates the salinity-dependent
freezing point temperature, black rectangles indicate Atlantic Water (AW)
and Arctic Atlantic Water (AAW). The small red rectangle in (a) corresponds
to the range displayed in (b).

4.2. Surface and Subsurface Layer Properties along the MOSAiC329

Drift330

The Amundsen Basin in early winter is characterized by a well-defined surface331

mixed layer near freezing point of around 30 m depth, and a stable halocline below332

(Fig. 4a,d). Intermediate surface salinities around 33 g kg−1 combined with low333

CDOM concentrations (Fig. 4b,c) suggest that the contribution of river water is334

relatively small here. However, neodymium and oxygen isotopes (data not shown),335

which can be used as provenance tracers, indicate distinct river water contributions336

from Yenisei and Ob, suggesting partial surface water advection from the Kara Sea337
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Figure 4. Surface (mixed) layer (a) depth (m, black dots, stratified surface
layers are indicated with purple crosses); (b) Absolute Salinity (g kg−1, black
line), Conservative Temperature Θ (◦C, red line) and freezing point tem-
perature (◦C, blue line); (c) colored dissolved organic matter (CDOM, ppb,
black line) and river water fraction (%, green dots); and (d) mixed layer
(gray), halocline (teal) and thermocline (red) extent, and position of the -1 ◦C
isotherm (black dots) along the drift. In (a), triangles indicate the start and
end of the legs, dots and vertical dotted lines the geographical markers, and
the orange line the uncrewed period of the drift as in Fig. 1b.
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(Laukert et al., in prep). Sea ice meltwater from the preceding melt season may338

also contribute to a fresher surface layer in this region (compared to the water339

below) and dilute the river-borne compounds. This could explain the rather low340

dissolved organic carbon (DOC) concentrations at the very start of the drift (Kong,341

2022). At the beginning of December, a decrease in salinity and an increase in both342

CDOM and river water fraction (derived from δ18O, see section 2, Appendix) to343

over 13 % indicate that the floe enters the river water-rich part of the Transpo-344

lar Drift. Somewhat surprisingly, the position of the maximum river water frac-345

tion does not coincide with the highest concentrations of CDOM, which appear346

only when surface salinity increases again, and the surface layer starts to deepen347

in March (Fig.4a,b,c). This could be related to different freshwater sources and348

their respective advective pathways, as the distribution of neodymium isotopes349

indicates alternating freshwater domains in this region either reflecting increased350

contributions from the Yenisei and Ob rivers or the Lena River (Laukert et al., in351

prep). A similar but spatially shifted distribution has already been described based352

on summer data from 2015, suggesting a strong spatio-temporal variability of the353

surface waters in the Eurasian Arctic Ocean (Paffrath et al., 2021).354

When approaching Gakkel Ridge, the floe leaves the heavily river-water influ-355

enced part of the Transpolar Drift, and surface salinity increases to a maximum356

of 34.3 g kg−1. River water fraction and CDOM concentrations decrease during357

the passage of the ridge (Fig.4c). This is also coincident with a decrease of DOC358

concentrations in the surface layer (Kong, 2022). On the Nansen Basin-side of the359

Gakkel Ridge, the surface mixed layer deepens to around 80 m, and at the end360

of April, the surface stratification, i.e. the halocline, disappears completely, and361

density only increases at a depth of ∼130m. These conditions have previously362

been described as ”deep ventilation” (Polyakov et al., 2017), referring to a mixed363

layer that is not bounded by the halocline but reaches down to the warm Atlantic364

Water layer. This enhanced connectivity between the surface and Atlantic layer,365

compared to the situation in the Amundsen Basin, is also evident from provenance366

tracer distributions suggesting enhanced Atlantic Water admixture to the surface367

(Laukert et al., in prep), and might promote the transport of deep oceanic heat to-368

wards the sea ice (see section 6), thereby slowing basal growth (Lei et al., 2022),369

and increase vertical nutrient supply to the surface layer (Randelhoff et al., 2020).370

The enhanced vertical exchange might also facilitate the transport of organisms371

advected in the Atlantic Water layer closer to the surface. Deep ventilation, along372

with relatively constant surface salinity, low river water fraction and CDOM con-373

centrations, persists throughout the Nansen Basin, until the drift reaches the Yer-374

mak Plateau in June (Fig.4).375
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Above Yermak Plateau, from the end of May onwards, surface layer temper-376

atures increase successively with ongoing solar warming and deviate more and377

more from the freezing point (Fig. 4b). River water fraction and CDOM remain378

at the same low levels as encountered in the Nansen Basin, but a slightly lower379

surface salinity allows for the presence of a halocline. The Atlantic Water layer380

on the eastern side and above the plateau is much shallower (see section 4.3), re-381

stricting the vertical extent of the halocline (Fig. 4d). Sea ice melt, starting in late382

May to early June (Webster et al., 2022; Lei et al., 2022), and surface warming383

create vertical density differences, i.e., stratification, within the near-surface layer.384

Turbulent mixing in the upper ocean (see section 6 for details) does not penetrate385

deeper than 30 m, and is usually not strong enough to destroy the near-surface386

stratification established by meltwater input and warming. Hence, especially later387

in the season, we often observe no classical surface mixed layer (purple crosses in388

Fig. 4a), and even in the uppermost layer, vertical gradients in any tracer concen-389

tration, e.g., nutrients, or organism distribution, can be expected.390

When leaving Yermak Plateau, on July 16, we observe another regime shift in391

the surface layer: Surface salinity abruptly decreases, while river water fraction392

and CDOM concentrations, which had remained low since entering the Nansen393

Basin, increase. This change is accompanied by a trend toward less radiogenic394

neodymium isotopic compositions (Laukert et al., in prep), suggesting increased395

admixture of Lena River water and supporting cross-Arctic transport of Siberian396

freshwater. In Fram Strait, we also observe a subsurface increase of CDOM (data397

not shown), indicative of the ”edge” of the East Greenland Current (which is an398

extension of the Transpolar Drift of relatively fresh water of Siberian origin). Such399

a transition from one oceanic (surface) regime to another is often accompanied by400

sudden changes in biogeochemical water properties (e.g., nutrient relationships)401

and potentially also the ecological community structure (e.g., Tippenhauer et al.,402

2021). Surface temperature anomaly relative to freezing point further increases,403

to maximum 0.4◦C shortly before the floe broke up.404

After relocation north at the end of August, back into the Amundsen Basin,405

we observe the freshest surface waters (see also Rabe et al., 2022), and a stable406

halocline similar to the first phase of the drift. There are no sensor-based CDOM407

measurements after the relocation, but the highest CDOM absorption and DOC408

concentrations in surface waters during MOSAiC were found here (Kong, 2022).409

Moreover, the highest river water fractions based on oxygen isotopes and the410

least radiogenic neodymium isotope signatures were determined, in line with the411

strongest Lena River contributions during the entire MOSAiC campaign (Lauk-412

ert et al., in prep). The similarity of neodymium isotope signatures between this413
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freshwater domain and that in the western Fram Strait may suggest continuous414

freshwater transport along the Transpolar Drift. However, there are other sources415

of freshwater in the western Fram Strait, e.g., water originating from the Beaufort416

Gyre, and enhanced freshwater export from the Siberian shelf exhibits a strong417

seasonality linked to the variable shelf hydrography (Janout et al., 2020). The418

uppermost layer is often stratified due to sea ice melt and solar warming. When-419

ever a well-defined surface layer exists, it is about 20 m deep, slightly shallower420

than during the first part of the drift. Surface temperatures were still above freez-421

ing when sampling resumed, but approached freezing point at the beginning of422

September.423

In addition, when resuming sampling on leg 4 in July, we observe an approx-424

imately 1 m thick, low-salinity (SA from close to 0 to about 10 g kg−1) under-ice425

meltwater layer, also manifested with the presence of false bottoms (Smith et al.,426

2022; Salganik et al., 2023a), and visible in salinity profiles (Schulz et al., 2022b).427

During both legs 4 and 5, low salinity meltwater layers in leads remains present428

until strong winds caused enhanced mixing between September 5–9 (Smith et al.,429

2023; Nomura et al., 2023). The presence of meltwater results in a very strong430

stratification in the uppermost meters, up to two orders of magnitude stronger431

compared to the halocline. Measurements with an uprising turbulence profiler also432

show drastically reduced turbulent mixing in the near-surface layer when meltwa-433

ter layers were present Fer et al. (2022). Details on the dynamics and implications434

of meltwater layers can be found in Smith et al. (2023, 2022); Salganik et al.435

(2023a); Nomura et al. (2023).436

4.3. Atlantic Water Layer along the MOSAiC Drift437

Modified Arctic Atlantic Water (AAW) is present throughout the MOSAiC drift.438

In the Amundsen Basin, the upper limit of the AAW layer is situated at ∼150 m439

depth. After passing the Gakkel Ridge into the Nansen Basin, the AAW is warmer440

and situated deeper in the water column (Fig.2a). Relatively unmodified Atlantic441

Water (AW), coming straight from the Atlantic and being characterized by a core442

temperature above 2◦C, is only present above Yermak Plateau (Fig. 2c), where443

warm waters also reside about 100 m closer to the surface (Fig. 4d), and in Fram444

Strait. In this manuscript, we use the term Atlantic Water (layer) to refer to both445

AW and AAW.446

The ”older” the Atlantic Water layer, i.e., the longer it has not been in contact447

with the surface and traveled in the Arctic while being mixed with colder wa-448

ters, the deeper and colder its core (Rudels, 2015). Hence, we observe a strong449
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correlation (R2 = 0.67, not shown) between the core depth and the core temper-450

ature. Along the drift in 2019-2020, the Atlantic Water core was mostly located451

at around 300 m depth, with a temperature around 1.2◦C. Above Yermak Plateau452

and in Fram Strait, the core is approximately 1◦C warmer (and 0.1 kg m−3 lighter)453

and 100 m shallower, but subject to strong variability. In this region, the impact454

of the shallow and ”young” Atlantic Water on e.g., nutrient supply or organism455

composition, might be more pronounced compared to the situation in the deep456

basins.457

As Atlantic Water can take different paths within the Arctic Ocean, e.g., en-458

tering via Fram Strait or through the Barents Sea, or recirculating into the deep459

basins from different positions along the continental slope (Rudels et al., 2012;460

Rudels, 2015), different branches of Atlantic Water, with slightly different tem-461

perature and salinity signatures, can often be found at the same position, stacked462

on top of each other (Rudels and Hainbucher, 2020). These ”interleaving” layers463

can be identified as z-shapes near the Atlantic Water temperature maximum in464

the TS-diagrams (Figure 3a), and as inversion layers and local temperature min-465

ima in the temperature profiles. In the Amundsen and Nansen Basin, interleaving466

involves mainly the Barents Sea and the Fram Strait branches of Atlantic Water.467

In the more dynamic Fram Strait region, we find strong interleaving, with several468

sources of Atlantic Water, which might differ in their respective biogeochemical469

signature that cause vertical gradients in, e.g., nutrient concentration.470

In addition, at the upper bound of the Atlantic Water layer, both temperature471

and salinity increase with depth. In quiescent conditions, i.e., when turbulent mix-472

ing is negligible, and molecular diffusion is the dominant mixing process, temper-473

ature gradients diffuse faster than gradients in salinity. This difference in thermal474

and haline diffusion coefficients creates step-like structures, so-called thermoha-475

line or double-diffusive staircases, typical for the Arctic Ocean (Shibley et al.,476

2017). These structures can persist for years and over 100 km of horizontal dis-477

tance, and individual layers can be up to several 10 m thick (e.g. Lenn et al.,478

2009; Guthrie et al., 2017). Along the MOSAiC drift, we frequently, but not al-479

ways, observe thermohaline staircases in the quiescent Amundsen Basin, in line480

with findings from high resolution observations from drifting stations in the same481

area, that show 1-3 m thick thermohaline staircase layers in the 200–260 m depth482

range (Sirevaag and Fer, 2012). Outside of the Amundsen Basin, we sometimes483

see structures that might be remnants of thermohaline staircases in the vertical484

profiles (not shown), but their characteristic sharp interfaces are absent. These485

differences point towards a lower connectivity between surface and deeper ocean486

in the Amundsen Basin, compared to the other parts of the drift.487
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4.4. Deep Water along the MOSAiC Drift488

The deep water masses during the MOSAiC drift are already described in detail in489

Karam et al. (2023) and Rabe et al. (2022), and we only provide a brief summary490

here. Despite the uncertainties associated with the identification of deep water491

masses (sensor accuracy, changes in end member properties, see section 4.1), we492

observe a somewhat consistent distribution of deep waters across the Eurasian493

basin during MOSAiC. In the Nansen and Amundsen Basin, we see UPDW right494

under the Atlantic layer down to ∼1500 m. Below the UPDW, we primarily find495

EBDW until the sill depth of Fram Strait (∼2500 m) and we occasionally see496

intrusions of relatively warm and salty CBDW as a salinity maximum between497

1700-2000 m depth (Karam et al., 2023). Below the sill depth of Fram Strait, the498

temperature increases slightly as we encounter the last deep water mass, EBBW,499

until the sea floor. Further efforts are ongoing to, e.g., determine the contribution500

of these deep waters to anthropogenic carbon storage. Deep waters directly above501

Gakkel Ridge and their unique hydrothermal-vent-influenced ecosystem were not502

sampled during MOSAiC.503

The deeper waters above Yermak Plateau and in Fram Strait consist of UPDW,504

alternating with likely AIW. Below UPDW/AIW, we can again observe CBDW505

in Fram Strait, as a salinity maximum at roughly 2000 m depth. Close to the506

bottom in Fram Strait, we find a mixture of NSDW and EBDW. Again, we note507

that identifying water masses in Fram Strait solely based on their temperature508

and salinity signature as done in this study is associated with large uncertainties,509

primarily due to the warming and increased salinity of waters south of Fram Strait510

over the past decades. Hence, traditional water mass classifications (Marnela et al.,511

2016) do not necessarily hold for the deep waters anymore (Somavilla et al., 2013;512

von Appen et al., 2015). Other tracers, such as CFC, SF6, or dissolved oxygen, are513

needed to accurately determine the origin of deep water masses, which is beyond514

our scope and addressed in Karam et al. (2023) and Heuzé et al. (2023a).515

5. Current Velocities, Tides, and Eddies516

In both central basins, current velocities below the surface mixed layer are small,517

on the order of 0.01 m s−1. Within the surface mixed layer, current velocities are518

intensified and correlate with the sea ice drift speed (R2=0.9, data not shown).519

The magnitude of the ocean surface current (14-30 m vertical average), however,520

is much smaller, on average 16 % of the floe drift speed (Fig. 5a), meaning the ice521

moves around six times faster than the upper ocean. This difference illustrates that,522

while both sea ice and fresh, riverine water are transported from their region of523
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Figure 5. (a) Sea ice drift (black, m s−1) and combined drift and averaged cur-
rent velocity in the upper 14-30 m relative to the floe (teal, m s−1), (b) current
speed (m s−1) relative to the sea floor; and (c) tidal velocities (m s−1) from ob-
servations (teal) and the AOTIM5 inverse tidal model (black) along the drift.
In (a), triangles indicate the start and end of the legs, dots and vertical dotted
lines the geographical markers, and the orange line the uncrewed period of
the drift as in Fig. 1b. In (b), orange triangles indicate the time of the major
eddies, the black line indicates the depth of the surface mixed layer.
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origin in Siberia across the Arctic towards Fram Strait, their transport timescales524

and exact pathways differ. Sea ice within the Transpolar Drift typically traverses525

the Arctic Ocean within 1-3 years (Charette et al., 2020; Steele et al., 2004), while526

the transport timescale for fresh water might be rather on the order of a decade.527

In addition, the pathway of the Transpolar Drift is strongly influenced by daily528

to decadal variability in wind conditions (Mysak, 2001), yielding that liquid and529

solid fresh water of similar origin in space and time might take very different530

routes through the Arctic Ocean. The difference in sea ice drift and surface ocean531

current speed also underlines that, while sampling the same sea ice, the water532

below the ice quickly changes throughout the drift, and oceanic data cannot be533

treated as a simple time series. Furthermore, as the surface mixed layer tends to534

move faster than the ocean below, any time series recorded above and below the535

surface mixed layer base might develop independently of each other.536

The region around Yermak Plateau, and especially in Fram Strait, is more537

energetic. Absolute current velocities are much higher (up to 0.4 m s−1), more538

variable, and surface currents correlate less with sea ice drift. Here, tides play a539

greater role, with a dominance of diurnal frequencies above Yermak Plateau, and540

semi-diurnal frequencies in Fram Strait (data not shown, see Fer et al., 2015, for541

details on tides in the region). In combination with the more variable water column542

structure in this region (see section 4), we expect more variability on short, daily543

to sub-daily, timescales, e.g., in surface nutrient supply or species composition.544

Assumptions of lateral homogeneity, i.e., negligible spatial gradients, which are545

to some degree justified in the respective deep basins, do not hold anymore in the546

dynamic regime of Yermak Plateau and Fram Strait.547

Table 3. Main eddies observed during the MOSAiC drift. D is the first depth
where the eddy is detected, ∆h is the vertical eddy thickness.

Start (UTC) End D (m) ∆h (m) Type
17.12.19 01:00 18.12.19 11:00 38 40 Anticyclonic
16.01.20 07:00 17.01.20 10:00 38 48 Anticyclonic
31.01.20 08:00 02.02.20 07:00 22 56 Anticyclonic
11.02.20 14:00 13.02.20 12:00 22 80 Anticyclonic
29.08.20 17:00 30.08.20 17:00 38 40 Cyclonic
03.09.20 23:00 03.09.20 10:00 30 64 Anticyclonic

Six main eddies were identified in the halocline in the Amundsen and Nansen548

Basin, listed in Tab. 3 and indicated in Fig. 5b. Five of these eddies rotated an-549
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ticyclonically (clockwise), and only one cyclonically. The timing of these eddies550

does not coincide with the presence of storms or strong winds, indicating the ed-551

dies have not been formed locally, but might rather be advected and originate552

from topographic features (Zhao et al., 2014). Eddies can transport water masses553

with distinct biogeochemical signatures over large distances, and their associated554

higher current velocities can increase local vertical mixing (Son et al., 2022). Both555

processes can enhance the nutrient supply to the photic zone, making eddies po-556

tential biological hotspots. Any nutrients supplied by eddy activity in the Arctic557

winter would not be consumed, but (locally) increase the nutrient inventory for558

the next productive season. In addition, anticyclonic eddies are associated with a559

shoaling of the mixed layer base, most pronounced for the eddies in January and560

February, where the mixed layer depth decreased by 10-20 m. However, a similar561

variability in mixed layer depth is also observed during times when eddies were562

absent. In the Yermak Plateau/Fram Strait region, eddy activity is obscured by the563

strong tides; hence no eddies were identified there.564

On November 9, 14, and 28 (2019), we also observed a large anticyclonic565

eddy at greater depth, indicated by sloping isopycnals above and below the eddy,566

with relatively dense waters above the eddy and light waters below, relative to567

the adjacent water column (data not shown). The eddy carries a warm and salty568

CBDW intrusion, and extends over approximately 1200-2400 m depth (Karam569

et al., 2023).570

6. Turbulence and Vertical transport571

6.1. Surface Mixing572

In contrast to the surface mixed layer depth, which describes the depth to which573

the surface layer is uniform in temperature and salinity (see section 4.2), the mix-574

ing layer depth describes how deep active turbulent mixing - which is created by575

friction at the ice-ocean interface, or by wind and waves in the marginal ice zone576

or open water conditions - penetrates into the water column. While active mix-577

ing creates the mixed layer by homogenizing the water column, the mixed layer578

will persist even after the active mixing has decayed. That is because the small-579

scale turbulent motion causing the mixing will dissipate within hours or days, but580

the re-establishment of gradients near the surface, i.e. re-stratification, often takes581

much longer, especially in the absence of restoring forces, such as strong lateral582

gradients. This is the reason why the distribution of biological and biogeochemi-583

cal tracers is often homogenous in the actively mixing layer, but not in the mixed584

layer, where it instead reflects a combined signal of past active mixing and new585
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Figure 6. (a) Surface mixed layer depth (black) and mixing layer depth (red,
m, left vertical axis) and upper ocean stratification (teal, right axis, s−2. (b)
Mixing layer depth (red, m, left axis; note that the vertical axis is reversed)
and friction velocity (gray, right axis). In (a), black and white triangles in-
dicate the start and end of the legs, dots and vertical dotted lines the geo-
graphical markers, and the orange line the uncrewed period of the drift as in
Fig. 1b, and orange triangles indicate the time of the main eddies.
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biological production (or consumption) in the respective layers (Carranza et al.,586

2018).587

This relation between the depth of the mixed, and active mixing, layer is illus-588

trated in Fig. 6a. At times, active mixing reaches down to the base of the mixed589

layer, but often turbulent energy already decays within the upper 20 m. In the590

Nansen Basin, in the presence of deep ventilation conditions, active mixing oc-591

casionally reaches down to a maximum of 80 m, but not to the mixed layer base592

located at ∼130 m. However, we have limited observations of turbulence here, due593

to the interruption of the drift between legs 3 and 4. Upon return to the Amund-594

sen Basin in summer, the mixed layer depth is shallower compared to the winter595

condition, caused by a lower surface salinity and hence stronger upper ocean strat-596

ification (teal line, Fig. 6a). The active mixing layer depth, however, is comparable597

to the maximum depth of active mixing typically observed in this region in win-598

ter, during the first part of the drift, and reaches deeper than the mixed layer base.599

In other words, the same level of turbulent energy that created an approximately600

30 m deep mixed layer in the presence of weaker upper ocean stratification (first601

part of the drift), only created a 20 m deep mixed layer in the presence of stronger602

stratification (last part of the drift). This illustrates how strong stratification re-603

quires more turbulent energy to be mixed, and that storm events, associated with604

elevated levels of turbulence, can have a different impact on the vertical transport605

of, e.g., nutrients and other biogeochemical compounds or organisms, depending606

on the strength of the upper ocean stratification.607

As the turbulent energy in the mixing layer mainly originates from friction at608

the ice-ocean interface, the depth of the mixing layer is - to a large extent - related609

to the sea ice drift speed. A parameter to describe the impact of drift speed on610

upper ocean turbulence is the friction velocity, u⋆ (Fig. 6b, right vertical axis). In611

the (winter) Amundsen Basin and in the Nansen Basin, the evolution of the mixing612

layer depth corresponds to variations in friction velocity, on a daily time scale.613

The relationship is different, but still visible above Yermak Plateau, and breaks614

down in the Fram Strait. Both regions are characterized by considerably higher615

current velocities, which likely contribute to the friction at the ice-ocean interface.616

Furthermore, sea ice melt has probably reduced the bottom roughness of the sea617

ice (which has been kept constant in the u∗ calculation here), thereby reducing the618

efficiency of energy transfer from sea ice drift to surface ocean turbulence. After619

resuming sampling on another ice floe in the Amundsen Basin in late summer,620

in the presence of a stronger upper ocean stratification, the mixing layer depth is621

relatively constant, and the effect of the friction velocity is less clear. In summary,622

variations in ice drift speed strongly influence the mixing layer depth on daily or623
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probably shorter time scales, but other effects like the upper ocean stratification624

and tides are likely to alter this relationship.625

The different timescales on which the active mixing and the mixed layer depth626

vary can have implications for the distribution of tracers and organisms in the627

near-surface layer. During longer calm periods, when the wind and drift speed628

are low, vertical biogeochemical gradients might be established within the sur-629

face mixed layer, e.g., if nutrients are preferentially consumed in the upper part630

of the mixed layer, where more sunlight is available, or if tracers and organisms631

from melting sea ice are injected to the ocean and accumulate only in the very632

top layer. A wind event can then easily homogenize these gradients on very short633

(hourly) timescales, altering the biogeochemical signature over the whole mixed634

layer depth. Such an event could boost primary productivity, by replenishing sur-635

face nutrients, but could also have an adverse effect by displacing organisms to636

greater depths, where less sunlight is available and food is more diluted.637

6.2. Turbulent Diffusivity638

Figure 7. Basin-averaged vertical profiles of the (a) turbulent dissipation rate
ε (W kg−1), (b) Brunt-Väisälä frequency, N , squared (s−2), and (c) vertical
diffusivity Kz (m2 s−1). Black lines indicate the respective confidence levels
for the average profiles. Colors refer to the different basins, the gray line in
(a) indicates the lowest detection (”noise”) level of the profiler. Data below
around 90 m in the Amundsen Basin (AB) and below 200 m in the Nansen
Basin (NB), and the Yermak Platau (YP) and Fram Strait (FS) region are at
noise level and not shown in (c).
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The decay of turbulent energy with increasing distance from the surface, where639

it is generated mainly by friction under the sea ice, is visible in Fig. 7a. In the640

Amundsen Basin, strong stratification (Fig. 7b) confines elevated levels of mixing641

to the upper ∼70 m in winter, and – due to stronger surface stratification – to642

∼50 m in summer. In the Nansen Basin, where the upper ocean is well mixed643

or only weakly stratified (yellow lines in Fig. 7), turbulence is elevated in the644

upper 90 m, and still slightly above noise level down to ∼200 m. The Yermak645

Plateau and Fram Strait region are more stratified, partly due to buoyancy input646

by meltwater and solar warming, but also more dynamic (see section 5). Here,647

turbulence is strongly elevated in the upper 40 m, and still elevated, but weaker648

than in the Nansen Basin, below.649

Vertical diffusivity, the coefficient necessary to calculate turbulent vertical650

fluxes in the presence of stratification, differs both regionally and depending on651

the vertical position in the water column. In the strongly stratified halocline in the652

Amundsen Basin, values are smallest and on the order of 10−6 m2 s−1, as already653

reported in Schulz et al. (2023a), illustrating how the halocline separates the sur-654

face from the deeper water layers. In the conditions we encountered in summer,655

characterized by lower surface salinity and a shallower mixed layer, the ”bot-656

tleneck” for vertical transport formed by the halocline is even more pronounced657

(blue and violet lines in Fig. 7c). In the Yermak Plateau and Fram Strait region, up-658

per ocean (30-160 m) vertical diffusivity is an order of magnitude higher, around659

10−5 m2 s−1 (green line in Fig. 7c). In the Nansen Basin, upper ocean vertical dif-660

fusivity is highest, ranging from more than 10−3 m2 s−1 in the upper 50 m, grad-661

ually decreasing to approximately 10−5 m2 s−1 at around 170 m depth. Highest662

vertical fluxes of any tracer, e.g., heat, nutrients or oxygen, are therefore expected663

in the Nansen Basin.664

The variability within both basins is relatively low, and average values are a665

good representation of the typical conditions. However, the Yermak Plateau and666

Fram Strait regions are very dynamic and exhibit considerably different condi-667

tions, e.g., with respect to tidal currents (section 5), stratification, and Atlantic668

Water layer properties (section 4). Here, average values can be informative and669

descriptive, but for detailed studies in those regions, the actual contemporaneous670

conditions need to be considered.671

6.3. Heat fluxes672

Ocean heat fluxes presented here were calculated in two ways. Close to the surface673

(3 m depth), high-resolution point measurements of three-dimensional velocity674
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and temperature from an autonomous buoy provide heat fluxes based on direct675

eddy correlation methods. In deeper layers, we can derive heat fluxes from vertical676

temperature gradients and the vertical diffusion coefficient Kz (described above),677

e.g., over the halocline or the Atlantic Water thermocline (see Tab. 1, section 2,678

Appendix). The heat flux at 3 m reflects how small difference in heat, i.e., water679

even slightly above the local salinity-controlled freezing point, is transported near680

the ice-ocean interface. The heat flux over the halocline describes the heat entering681

the surface mixed layer from the ocean below. The heat flux over the thermocline682

can be interpreted as the heat lost from the Atlantic Water to the colder water683

layer above (Schulz et al., 2021). Similarly, vertical fluxes of other tracers, e.g.,684

nutrients or dissolved oxygen, could be calculated from the Kz data presented685

here, and the respective tracer profiles. Depending on the position of the layer of686

interest, e.g., the nitracline, we expect that these fluxes qualitatively follow the687

variability we observe in heat fluxes.688

Heat fluxes at 3 m depth, near the top of the ocean mixed layer (Fig. 8a),689

range between -2 and 7 W m−2 and exhibit a typical wide day-to-day variabil-690

ity, arising primarily from the variable wind-forced motion of the ice (Fig. 5a).691

During the winter period, in the absence of solar heating, the 3 m fluxes arise692

from wind-ice forced turbulent mixing of heat within the mixed layer, and heat693

trapped by the strong salinity-controlled density gradient at the base of the mixed694

layer. Heat transport from the base of the mixed layer is strongly amplified in the695

presence of eddies. During the ice growth period (December to end of April), ice696

basal growth of 0.92 m to 1.05 m was measured at the L2 floe (AOFB altimeter,697

Perovich et al. (under revie)). This basal growth is dominated by ice conductive698

fluxes controlled by air temperature, the effects of highly insulating snow, ice699

thickness and ice salinity. Since the ocean mixed layer temperature is very close700

to the freezing point (Fig. 4b in section 4.2), heat lost to the ice cannot further701

cool the ocean, but rather forms ice, releasing brine and removing latent heat from702

the ice-water interface (e.g. McPhee, 2008). The small contribution to ice basal703

change from time-integrated predominantly upward heat fluxes for this timeseries704

was just 1.2 cm of ice loss, with little contribution after the beginning of May705

2020. Heat transport within the surface layer and its spatial variability across the706

Distributed Network is explored further in (Stanton et al., in prep).707

As previously reported, based on the winter Amundsen Basin data from MO-708

SAiC (Schulz et al., 2023a), the heat flux over the halocline is negligible, mean-709

ing that the halocline effectively shelters the upper water layers and the sea ice710

from the heat in the Atlantic Water layer. While there is a minimal upward flux711

in the Amundsen Basin in winter, though with heat fluxes much smaller than712
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Figure 8. Vertical heat fluxes during the drift: (a) at 3 m depth, based on eddy-
correlation, measured with an Autonomous Ocean Flux Buoy (AOFB) at the
Distributed Network L2 site (Rabe et al., 2022), in a distance of 15–25 km
from Polarstern. Blue dots are daily averages, the black line is a 6 day low-
pass filtered timeseries, and red diamonds are monthly mean flux values. (b)
Over the halocline (teal dots), and AW thermocline (red dots) based on shear
probe measurements (MSS). (c)-(f) Individual (gray) and average (black)
temperature profiles, and average halocline and thermocline heat fluxes in
the respective basins. All values are in W m−2. In (a), triangles indicate the
start and end of the legs, dots and vertical dotted lines the geographical mark-
ers, and the orange line the uncrewed period of the drift as in Fig. 1b.
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0.1 W m−2, the stronger stratification present in summer completely suppresses713

any heat transport over the halocline (Fig. 8a,c,f). When approaching the Gakkel714

Ridge in March, halocline heat fluxes gradually increase and reach maximum lev-715

els above the ridge. However, daily mean values are still small, below 0.8 W m−2
716

(directed upwards). Halocline heat fluxes above the Yermak Plateau are compara-717

ble to those above the Gakkel Ridge, until surface heating reverses the temperature718

gradient, and we observe small, downward-oriented heat fluxes.719

Upward heat loss from the Atlantic Water layer in the Amundsen Basin is720

around 1 W m−2, with little (sub)seasonal variability. Under deep ventilation con-721

ditions in the Nansen Basin, in the absence of a sheltering halocline, the more722

turbulent surface layer directly connects with the Atlantic Water layer, and ther-723

mocline heat fluxes are increased by a factor of three, compared to the Amundsen724

Basin conditions with a stable halocline (Fig.8b,c,d,f). In the Yermak Plateau and725

Fram Strait region, heat fluxes are also enhanced, but the temperature structure in726

the water column - and hence the heat flux - is more variable (Fig. 8c). Here, heat727

fluxes are highest on the plateau, where the Atlantic Water layer is shallow and728

the Atlantic Water core is warmer (and younger) compared to the rest of the drift.729

Heat fluxes decrease to a level between Nansen and Amundsen Basin conditions730

when entering Fram Strait.731

7. Comparison of MOSAiC data and Ocean Climatologies732

Ocean climatologies are interpolations of observed temperature and salinity pro-733

files, which are often used as initial or boundary conditions in modeling studies,734

or for ground-truthing the results of simulations. In contrast, state estimates are re-735

alizations of numerical models that have been optimized to best fit observational736

data, while obeying the physical laws that govern processes in the ocean. The ma-737

jority of data used to create the climatologies were collected more than 10 years738

ago (Table 2), and since the Arctic is the world’s fastest-changing region, it is un-739

clear how representative these datasets still are. The high-resolution MOSAiC data740

serves as a benchmark for the ”modern-day” Arctic, enabling us to evaluate how741

representative the climatologies are of the current conditions. Here, we compare742

four climatologies and two state estimates in three time periods/regions (Fig. 9)743

to the new MOSAiC data. While not entirely independent, these datasets are con-744

structed from different data sources (see Appendix), and encompass different time745

periods.746

Overall, we find good agreement between the climatologies and MOSAiC747

data, regarding the vertical structure, and seasonal and regional variability. The748
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Figure 9. Comparison of (a,b,c) temperature and (d,e,f) salinity profiles of
four different climatological datasets (PHC3, WOA18, WOA23, and MI-
MOC) and two state estimates (ECCO and ASTE, see section 2, and Ap-
pendix for details) and the MOSAiC observations. Note the different ranges
on the y-axis for salinity and temperature. Data has been averaged for the
months of January (Winter), May (Spring), and July (Summer), for the re-
gion covered by the MOSAiC drift during each respective period. Atlantic
Water (AW) core (g) temperature, (h) depth; halocline (i) temperature and
(j) depth.
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MIMOC and WOA18 climatology show strong agreement and similarity, despite749

WOA18 containing a larger proportion of older data compared to MIMOC. The750

two state estimates, ECCO and ASTE, accurately reconstruct the complex ver-751

tical structure and the halocline, as well as seasonal and regional changes. Not752

all climatologies accurately represent the surface mixed layer, which is subject to753

considerable short-term variability, as profiles were often averaged over different754

regions and time periods. MIMOC is the only climatology that considers this issue755

during the interpolation and objective mapping process.756

PHC3, with the oldest data of all the data products considered here (Ta-757

ble 2), features a fresher Atlantic layer and halocline, compared to other data758

products and MOSAiC data, which is expected as most data is pre-Atlantification759

(Polyakov et al., 2017). The state estimates ECCO and ASTE are subject to tem-760

perature biases in the Atlantic layer, with ECCO being 1-1.5◦C colder, and ASTE761

being 0.2-2.0◦C warmer (with a larger bias in spring/summer Eurasian Basin than762

in the winter Amundsen Basin), compared to the observed Atlantic Water core.763

ASTE also exhibits a salinity bias, with a fresher Atlantic Water and halocline764

layer, resulting in a weaker stratification. These biases point to issues reproducing765

the Atlantic Water pathway (a common issue in many models, e.g. Heuzé et al.766

(2023b); Wang et al. (2023)), an underestimation of vertical heat fluxes from the767

Atlantic Water layer, and not enough observations along the Eastern Arctic bound-768

ary current available to constrain the model (Nguyen et al., 2021). Constraining a769

new release of ASTE with MOSAiC data will likely reduce this bias.770

Across all basins and seasons, the MOSAiC data consistently exhibit warmer771

Atlantic Water, compared to the climatologies. The climatologies demonstrate a772

clear temporal dependency, with PH3, containing the oldest data, featuring the773

coldest Atlantic Water, approximately 1◦C colder compared to the most recent774

WOA23. This observation aligns with the expected consequences of rapid Arctic775

Amplification and Arctic Ocean warming (Rantanen et al., 2022). Another pos-776

sible shift is indicated in the Amundsen Basin halocline properties, the extent of777

which decreases from 130-200 m in the (oldest) PHC3 climatology to 70-100 m778

during MOSAiC. This shift is in line with previous findings of a weakening and779

shallowing of the halocline over recent decades (Polyakov et al., 2020a). The iden-780

tification of long-term variability and/or climate-change induced changes in water781

mass properties at all depths is not trivial. It requires in-depth analyses of vari-782

ability and changes in both the upstream (e.g., properties in and exchanges with783

the Nordic Seas) and the internal (e.g., shelf ventilation) processes. Such analyses784

can only be done by comparing MOSAiC to several decades of scarce, historical785

data, and is beyond the scope of this study and will be the topic of future efforts.786
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8. Discussion787

8.1. MOSAiC findings in comparison with previous results788

8.1.1. Surface waters789

Upper ocean properties along the MOSAiC drift were strongly influenced by the790

relative position of the sampling within or outside of the river water-rich Trans-791

polar Drift. A direct comparison to earlier observations is challenging, as the ex-792

act pathway of river water is subject to seasonal and interannual variability (e.g.793

Mysak, 2001; Karcher et al., 2012), and sampling locations of previous expedi-794

tions or ITP drift tracks differ from the MOSAiC locations. At the beginning of795

the MOSAiC drift, the mixed layer salinity in the eastern Amundsen basin, around796

32 g kg−1 (Fig. 4b), appears to be higher than in the early 2010’s in the same area:797

Observations from late summer in 2011 (Polarstern expedition PS78, Gonçalves-798

Araujo et al., 2018) and 2012 (ITP64, Stedmon et al., 2021) show a fresher surface799

layer with salinity around 30 g kg−1, and a higher CDOM loading, indicative of800

larger presence of river runoff in the easternmost Amundsen basin. Similar condi-801

tions were observed in 2015 (Polarstern expedition PS94, Stedmon et al., 2021)).802

This difference in surface salinity and CDOM concentration might indicate that803

the first part of the MOSAiC drift was rather intersecting the ”edge” of the river804

water-rich Transpolar Drift, and not the core, where surface salinity would likely805

be closer to 30 g kg−1, at least in late summer, and river water fraction would806

be closer to 20 % (e.g. Bauch et al., 2011; Charette et al., 2020; Paffrath et al.,807

2021). The conditions observed after re-location closer the the North Pole (where808

the core of the Transpolar Drift is often located), with surface salinities around809

29 g kg−1 (Fig. 4b), are more typical for the core of the Transpolar Drift (e.g.,810

Bauch et al., 2011; Charette et al., 2020). Provenance tracer data indicate that the811

river water component of this core is predominantly composed of Lena River wa-812

ter, while the smaller river water components at the ”edges” are from the Yenisei813

and Ob rivers (Laukert et al., in prep). This is consistent with a shorter advection814

time of Lena River water into the central Arctic Ocean, resulting in less mixing815

with ambient water, and suggests significant differences in biogeochemical water816

properties even within the river water-influenced part of the Transpolar Drift.817

8.1.2. Surface Mixed Layer Depth818

Peralta-Ferriz and Woodgate (2015) report estimates of the mixed layer depth for819

the whole Eurasian Basin, using 519 profiles in the time period 1979–2012. Based820

on monthly averages, they find a maximum mixed layer depth of 73 m in April,821

but also observed depths of >100 m in winter, and a minimum depth of 22 m in822
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July/August. These ranges are similar to the conditions encountered during MO-823

SAiC, given the high internal variability of the mixed layer depth. Peralta-Ferriz824

and Woodgate (2015) also highlight that the Arctic mixed layer depth distribution825

is patchy, and find a dominance of upper ocean stratification, rather than wind or826

drift speed, on determining the local mixed layer depth in ice-covered situations.827

Throughout the MOSAiC drift, we also find the mixed layer depth to be strongly828

influenced by the surface salinity, which to first order sets the upper ocean strat-829

ification. In the presence of a surface salinity below 30 g kg−1, the maximum830

mixed layer depth is just over 20 m (Amundsen Basin, summer), whereas at a831

higher surface salinity of around 32 g kg−1, the surface mixed layer can be as832

deep as 50 m. Deep ventilation, with a mixed layer depth around 130 m, was ob-833

served only at a surface salinity greater than 34.1 g kg−1 (Nansen Basin). Winter834

deep ventilation has previously been observed (Polyakov et al., 2017), and was835

attributed to changes associated with Atlantification, e.g. weakened upper ocean836

stratification, higher turbulence, and enhanced heat fluxes. MOSAiC data show837

that these conditions were present everywhere along the drift track in the Nansen838

Basin. However, a similar disappearance of the halocline, related to a high surface839

salinity, has already been observed in the eastern Arctic Ocean in 1990’s (Steele840

and Boyd, 1998), and was found to be transient (Boyd et al., 2002).841

8.1.3. Halocline Thickness and Stratification842

Based on 18,000 profiles of ocean temperature and salinity collected between843

1997–2008, Bourgain and Gascard (2011) assessed properties of the Arctic halo-844

cline. Similar to the variability encountered during MOSAiC, they found the845

strongest, i.e., most stratified, halocline layers close to the fresh water sources at846

the Siberian shelves. The weakest haloclines (together with deepest mixed layers,847

down to 70 m) were found in the Western Nansen Basin, where we encountered848

a deeper mixed layer and a complete absence of the halocline during MOSAiC.849

Bourgain and Gascard (2011) found the halocline in the Amundsen Basin to be850

very stable during their investigated time period, with no clear seasonal variability,851

but their data coverage in winter was sparse. During MOSAiC, we find an appar-852

ent seasonal signal, with a thicker (76 ± 9 m vs. 50 ± 11 m) and more stratified853

(50± 7× 10−5 s−2 vs. 28± 8× 10−5 s−2) halocline in summer, compared to the854

winter situation, which is attributed to a lower surface salinity in summer. How-855

ever, while seasonal meltwater in the surface layer has an effect on the surface856

salinity, MOSAiC data indicate that it is the relative position within or outside the857

river-water influenced Transpolar Drift, rather than seasonality, which sets the lo-858

cal surface salinity (see section 4). Taking into account both seasons, the Amund-859
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sen basin halocline got thinner (55 ± 14 m vs. 70 ± 10 m) but more stratified860

(32 ± 12 × 10−5 s−2 vs. 20 ± 3 × 10−5 s−2) compared to the values reported in861

Bourgain and Gascard (2011). Given the strong spatial gradients in surface salin-862

ity in the Amundsen Basin, and the still limited spatial coverage of data, these863

differences could reflect internal variability rather than trends.864

8.1.4. Heat Fluxes865

Heat fluxes near the ice-ocean interface (at a depth of 3 m) exhibit low values866

during the MOSAiC winter and display significant day-to-day fluctuations. This867

pattern aligns with the findings of Meyer et al. (2017a) in the Nansen Basin during868

the N-ICE winter (at 1 m depth). Moving into early spring, specifically in May,869

the heat fluxes recorded by the AOFB buoy reached levels of around 5 W m−2,870

a value that is consistent with the approximately 10 W m−2 reported by Meyer871

et al. (2017a) for the same month. In June, during the N-ICE campaign, the fluxes872

ranged between 10-50 W m−2, reaching peaks exceeding 300 W m−2 during873

storms that caused upward mixing of warm subsurface waters. Unfortunately, the874

MOSAiC data lacks shallow measurements from June onwards.875

Heat fluxes across the halocline during MOSAiC are very small, which is in876

line with previous findings (Fer, 2009), also from the SHEBA campaign in the877

Western Arctic (Shaw and Stanton, 2014). Also, the relatively low heat fluxes878

over the Atlantic Water thermocline found in Amundsen Basin match previously879

reported values in that region (Lenn et al., 2009; Schulz et al., 2021). The higher880

heat fluxes over the thermocline found in the Nansen Basin correspond to values881

of around 3 W m−2 found during N-ICE in 2015 Meyer et al. (2017a), and elevated882

heat fluxes in the absence of a halocline - as observed in the Nansen Basin - have883

previously been reported (Steele and Boyd, 1998). Heat fluxes over the thermo-884

cline for June and July were generally confined to the range of 2-5 W m−2; much885

lower than during N-ICE. This is primarily attributed to the shallower warm At-886

lantic layer in the N-ICE area compared to the MOSAiC location, and the absence887

of storms during this period of the MOSAiC drift.888

8.2. Interdisciplinary Implications889

The regional differences in hydrography encountered during the MOSAiC drift890

have various implications for other Arctic subsystems. In the following, we dis-891

cuss how the variability in physical properties along the MOSAiC drift might892

shape the distribution of nutrients and the carbonate system, bio-optical proper-893

ties, the ecological structure on different trophic levels, and sea ice and atmo-894
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spheric processes.895

8.2.1. Nutrient and carbonate system dynamics896

The most direct connection is probably the effect of water mass and transport pat-897

tern variability on the distribution of chemical components, such as nutrients and898

carbon. Nutrient inventories in the surface waters differ regionally, with signals899

being potentially larger than the seasonal signals of biological uptake and rem-900

ineralization (Juranek, 2022), particularly in basins with longer ice-cover duration901

where the residence time of tracers is increased due to accumulation in surface wa-902

ters (Eveleth et al., 2014) . Similarly, for various carbonate system components,903

such as dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) and total alkalinity (TA), a strong pos-904

itive correlation is usually found with salinity (Friis et al., 2003), indicating that905

the marine carbonate system is closely related to physical water mass properties.906

Atlantic Water, residing at depths greater than 100 m, forms the largest source907

of nutrients in the Central Arctic Ocean and is an enormous reservoir of dissolved908

carbon, as organic matter from the sun-lit surface ocean eventually sinks and rem-909

ineralizes. The transport of these nutrients and carbon up to the photic zone -910

where they can be utilized by primary producers - is strongly limited by the pres-911

ence of the halocline, which acts as a barrier layer (e.g., Fer, 2009; Schulz et al.,912

2022a). When the halocline is absent and the mixed layer penetrates the Atlantic913

Water layer (Polyakov et al., 2017), ventilation can potentially create locally larger914

nutrient inventory at the start of the productive season, and enhance the biological915

carbon drawdown (Juranek, 2022). This is observed in the Nansen Basin (sec-916

tion 4.2). Enhanced vertical nutrient transport might also occur when Atlantic917

Water resides high up in the water column (Yermak Plateau, section 4.3). On the918

other hand, vertical mixing of deep DIC during ventilation or passing eddies, can919

partially offset biological CO2 drawdown by increasing the partial pressure of920

CO2 (pCO2) in the surface layer (Bates and Mathis, 2009; Lannuzel et al., 2020).921

Among marine carbonate system components, the surface layer pCO2 is often922

the point of focus in sea-air CO2 exchange studies, as it determines whether the923

ocean is a sink or source of CO2 to the atmosphere. The Arctic Ocean is generally924

considered to be a CO2 sink, as surface layer pCO2 is often undersaturated relative925

to the atmosphere (Tanhua et al., 2009; Schuster et al., 2013; Fransson et al., 2017;926

Rogge et al., 2023). Arctic Ocean pCO2 undersaturation is driven by low seawater927

temperatures, sea ice meltwater input, biological CO2 uptake during the summer,928

and strong upper ocean stratification (Bates et al., 2006; Takahashi et al., 2009;929

Fransson et al., 2017). In addition to the variability in the Arctic Ocean’s nutri-930

ent content and capacity to absorb atmospheric pCO2 driven by biogeochemical931
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and sea ice processes, physical processes also can lead to changes in the marine932

nutrient and carbonate system on short time scales. For example, frontal regions933

are associated with enhanced biological activity, leading to variability in uptake934

and remineralization rates of nutrients across smaller hydrographic scales (Eveleth935

et al., 2014). Tidal currents in regions where horizontal gradients of water masses936

exist, e.g., between Yermak Plateau and Fram Strait, can also lead to rapid change937

in the nutrient and carbonate system of the surface ocean on semidiurnal and diur-938

nal time scales, and cause polar waters to switch between a CO2 sink and source939

multiple times a day (Skogseth et al., 2013; Llanillo et al., 2019; Droste et al.,940

2022).941

8.2.2. Optical properties942

The optical properties of the surface waters exhibit regional differences between943

the basins, exemplified by the documented differences in CDOM concentrations,944

with elevated concentration when in the Transpolar Drift (see section 4.2). In Arc-945

tic waters, CDOM is an important factor of light attenuation in the water column946

(e.g. Hill, 2008; Granskog et al., 2007; Pavlov et al., 2015), and varies regionally,947

largely depending on the presence of river water. This divides the Eurasian basin948

in bio-optical provinces (Gonçalves-Araujo et al., 2018), which can have an effect949

on the light availability for primary producers (e.g. Pavlov et al., 2015), especially950

in the absence of sea ice. Solar heating of the upper ocean is also affected by the951

distribution of CDOM (Hill, 2008; Granskog et al., 2015), and could thus affect952

sea ice melting across regimes.953

8.2.3. Ecology954

Regional variability in both the nutrient concentration and the optical regime can955

induce structural changes to the microorganism community, with complex im-956

plications for the carbon biogeochemistry. For example, increased vertical trans-957

port of nutrients from the deep ventilation observed in the Nansen Basin could958

lead to a shift from smaller to larger phytoplankton, while increased stratifica-959

tion and warming leads to opposite trends (Li et al., 2009; Morán et al., 2010).960

Additionally, hydrographic boundaries can act as physical barriers limiting dis-961

persal, resulting in vertical and biogeographic differences in microbial diversity962

and community structure among water masses and basins (Galand et al., 2010;963

Han et al., 2015). During MOSAiC, unique upper water column microbial com-964

munity compositions were indeed observed when crossing boundaries such as the965

base of the mixed layer, or when drifting into and out of the Transpolar Drift as966

described here (Chamberlain et al., in prep). A key driver in regional differences967
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in Arctic Ocean bacterial communities is the relative proportion of Atlantic water968

influence, with Species composition and ecological function, i.e., substrate utiliza-969

tion, responding rapidly to changes in the environmental regime. This connection970

makes the variability in water masses, for example the high relative proportion971

of Atlantic water observed while crossing the Yermak Plateau, a key driver in972

regional differences of microbial communities (Carter-Gates et al., 2020; Priest973

et al., 2023). At higher trophic levels, Atlantic species enter the Arctic Ocean974

within the Atlantic Water layer, and appear to survive in parts of the central Arctic.975

During MOSAiC, healthy Atlantic cod were found in the Amundsen Basin, where976

a deep scattering layer indicates the presence of living organisms as food supply977

(Snoeijs-Leijonmalm et al., 2022). In the Nansen Basin, this deep scattering layer978

was absent, and fish and squid abundance decreased. The inflow region of young979

Atlantic Water near Yermak Plateau, on the other hand, was characterized by large980

aggregations of Atlantic fish species (Snoeijs-Leijonmalm et al., 2022).981

8.2.4. Sea ice and atmosphere982

Oceanic heat - when reaching the surface - has an effect on sea ice growth and983

melt. During MOSAiC, the sea ice basal growth was found to transition from a984

rapid to a slower growth rate, when drifting from Amundsen Basin to Nansen985

Basin (Lei et al., 2022). This change in basal growth rate might be, to some ex-986

tent, related to the greater vertical heat transport from the Atlantic Water layer in987

the Nansen Basin, associated with the deep ventilation conditions (absence of the988

halocline). During the melt season, elevated ocean surface temperatures contribute989

to sea ice melt, and small vertical gradients in upper ocean temperature might set990

different melt rates at, e.g., the keels of ridges (Salganik et al., 2023b). The pres-991

ence of shallow, strongly stratified meltwater layers also affects the sea-ice melt992

rates (Salganik et al., 2023a; Smith et al., 2023). Indirectly, even atmospheric con-993

ditions might be influenced by surface ocean conditions, by affecting the emission994

of marine aerosol precursors that play an important role in, e.g., cloud formation995

(Schmale et al., 2021).996

9. Summary997

For this study, we compiled a quality-controlled dataset of temperature and salin-998

ity profiles, and derived parameters, with the best available temporal coverage999

along the whole MOSAiC drift across the Eurasian basin in 2019/2020. Derived1000

core parameters based on this dataset (Schulz et al., 2023b; Mieruch, 2023) can1001

be used for interdisciplinary studies aiming to understand interactions between1002
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ocean physical properties and a large range of other measurements conducted dur-1003

ing MOSAiC. Along with other ocean data presented here, we find that from an1004

ocean perspective, MOSAiC was rather a transect across the Eurasian basin than1005

a time series primarily reflecting a seasonal evolution. Considerable gradients in1006

the surface waters are present, related to the MOSAiC ice camp drifting into and1007

out of the river water influenced Transpolar Drift in the Amundsen Basin. In the1008

Nansen Basin, high surface salinity and the associated absence of the halocline1009

allows for a more direct connection and enhanced exchange between the surface1010

and deeper waters of Atlantic origin. Further south, above Yermak Plateau and1011

in the Fram Strait, oceanic conditions were more dynamic, with a pronounced1012

regime shift back into surface waters with a high fraction of terrestrial water when1013

leaving Yermak Plateau. This spatial variability likely has large implications for1014

the ocean biogeochemistry, ecology, and even sea ice and atmospheric conditions1015

observed during MOSAiC.1016
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Appendix: Details on Instrumentation and Methods1017

Parameter Unit Source
time UTC Polarstern/CO1 GPS buoy

position degree Polarstern/CO1 GPS buoy
water depth m IBCAO
drift speed m s−1 position data

conservative temperature profile Θ ◦C CTD and MSS/ITP and PGO4
absolute salinity profile SA g kg−1 CTD and MSS/ITP and PGO4

mixed layer depth m CTD and MSS/ITP
surface conservative temperature Θ ◦C CTD and MSS/ITP and PGO4

surface absolute salinity SA g kg−1 CTD and MSS/ITP and PGO4
surface freezing point ◦C from surface Θ and SA

friction velocity u∗ m s−1 drift speed
mixing layer depth m MSS
heat flux halocline W m−2 MSS

heat flux thermocline W m−2 MSS
Table 4. Parameter in the daily average dataset.

Drift Track, Speed, and Bathymetry1018

Positioning data along the drift track is taken from Polarstern during the times1019

when the ship was anchored to the floe, at 10-minute resolution, and from the1020

Central Observatory CO1 GPS buoy, during the transit time of the exchange be-1021

tween legs 3 and 4, at 1-hour resolution. The drift speed was calculated based on1022

the full resolution of the position dataset. From the (complex) ice drift velocity1023

U , we can calculate the friction velocity u∗ using the Rossby similarity equation1024

(McPhee, 2008), as already done for parts of the MOSAiC data in Kawaguchi1025

et al. (2022):1026

U

u∗
=

1

κ

(
log

u⋆

fz0
− A∓ iB

)
, (1)

where κ = 0.4 is the von Kárman constant, A = 2.3 and B = 2.1 are constants1027

(McPhee, 2008), z0 = 0.01 m is the hydraulic roughness, and f is the Coriolis1028

frequency.1029

Bathymetric data is extracted from the IBCAO v4.2 400 m resolution bathy-1030

metric dataset (Jakobsson et al., 2020) along the full resolution drift track, and1031
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available from the deep CTD casts, as the sum of water depth and altimeter-based1032

distance to the sea floor. In addition, we use the Polarstern scientific echosounder1033

(SIMRAD EK60) data to calculate the true water depth according to the following1034

procedure: One-minute means of the 18kHz channel were extracted from the dship1035

database and merged with the ship’s GPS position. The uncorrected depth time1036

series data were plotted on true water depths obtained by full-depth CTD casts,1037

resulting in a mismatch on the order of 50 m. This mismatch is generally the result1038

of a deviation of the sound speed the instrument was configured to and the actual1039

integrated sound speed in the water column. The EK60 was most of the time con-1040

figured to a sound speed of 1500 m s−1, but this configuration was occasionally1041

changed and not documented. To obtain more accurate depths, depth-dependent1042

true sound speed was calculated using full-depth CTD profiles. Additional correc-1043

tions were performed for three periods where the sound speed in the instrument1044

configuration was presumably changed. These periods were November 25 to 28,1045

2019 (instrument presumably configured to 1470.2 m s−1), May 26 to August 15,1046

2020 (instrument presumably configured to 1440 m s−1), and August 15, 2020 to1047

end of expedition (instrument configured to 1472 m s−1). An additional anomaly1048

between August 26 and September 12, 2020, was also corrected. Finally, a mov-1049

ing median filter with a window size of 5 hours was applied to remove spikes. The1050

resulting data matches the available true CTD water depths within 10 m.1051

Temperature and Salinity profiles1052

Temperature and salinity data used in this study are taken from five different1053

sources: The Polarstern CTD (Tippenhauer et al., in reviewb), the Ocean City1054

CTD (Tippenhauer et al., in reviewa), a microstructure profiler (Schulz et al.,1055

2023c), ice-tethered profilers (ITPs) (Toole and Krishfield, 2016), and a CTD1056

chain (Hoppmann et al., 2022b). The Polarstern CTD is an SBE911plus sys-1057

tem, with 24 Niskin bottles (12 liters each) attached for water samples at dif-1058

ferent depth. It was operated from the side of the ship. Here, we exclude casts1059

that were performed during transit periods, and two profiles (from July 23 and 30,1060

2020) that showed potentially unrealistic data. The Ocean City CTD is the same1061

SBE911plus system in a smaller frame, featuring 12 Niskin bottles (5 liters each),1062

and was operated through a hydrohole in some distance to Polarstern, during legs1063

1-3. We exclude one suspicious profile on January 7. Details on the processing of1064

both CTD datasets can be found in Tippenhauer et al. (in prep). Through the same1065

hydrohole in Ocean City, upper ocean profiles with a free-falling microstructure1066

profiler (MSS) were obtained on a near-daily basis. In addition to temperature and1067
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salinity measurements, the MSS is also equipped with shear probes, that allow1068

to sample the small-scale, chaotic motions in the water, from which the turbulent1069

dissipation rate ε (W kg−1) can be derived. Details on the processing can be found1070

in Schulz et al. (2022b). From the original MSS dataset, we exclude casts that ter-1071

minate within the upper 100 m of the water column, or exhibit unrealistic behavior1072

in one of the data channels (casts IDs 23, 220, 442, 4047, 4233, 8202, based in1073

Tab. 1 in Schulz et al. (2022b)), and any profiles obtained during transit, i.e. after1074

September 20, 2020. On days without any CTD or MSS profiles, mostly between1075

legs 3 and 4 (May 15 to June 27), we include data from the ice-tethered profilers1076

ITP94 (up to one profile per day, 10 profiles were not used due to questionable1077

data quality) and ITP111 (up to two profiles per day). These systems consist of a1078

surface buoy, including a data transmission system, attached to a cable on which1079

the actual profiler moves up and down (Krishfield et al., 2008; Toole et al., 2011),1080

and were deployed on floes in the vicinity of the central observatory at the start1081

of the MOSAiC drift (Rabe et al., 2022). The ITP data is archived as in-situ tem-1082

perature and practical salinity, and was converted to Conservative Temperature1083

and Absolute Salinity for this study, using the TEOS10 Gibbs-SeaWater Oceano-1084

graphic Toolbox (McDougall and Barker, 2011). Some of the ITP profiles only1085

start at several 100 m depths, leading to the gaps visible in the dataset (Fig. 2),1086

and did often not start shallow enough to allow for deriving surface layer prop-1087

erties. Hence, we also include daily averaged data from the Pacific Gyre buoy1088

OG O4 (Hoppmann et al., 2022a) on days without CTD and MSS measurements.1089

These buoys consist of five SBE37IMP MicroCAT CTDs, recording (transmit-1090

ting) temperature and salinity data every 2 minutes (10 minutes) at depths of 10,1091

20, 50, 75, and 100 m. Data from the uppermost MicroCAT are used to fill in gaps1092

in the daily surface temperature and salinity data. Altogether, the here presented1093

dataset includes 2434 individual profiles of Conservative Temperature Θ and Ab-1094

solute Salinity SA, on in total 325 days, covering the period between October 6,1095

2019 to September 18, 2020, with a break between July 31 and August 21, 20201096

due to relocation north.1097

Cross-Calibration and Quality Control1098

To ensure the quality of the combined dataset, we compare data from each instru-1099

ment to the Polarstern and Ocean City CTD data, which provide the only in-situ1100

calibrated measurements of salinity (Tippenhauer et al., in prep). As casts of two1101

different instruments were rarely co-located, this comparison can only be done1102

statistically, i.e. by comparing as many as possible pairs of casts closest in time.1103
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Most datasets are found to agree well, with the exception of the MSS casts per-1104

formed with the profiler MSS055, which was mostly used during leg 3 and was1105

equipped with a substitute conductivity sensor. For this probe, a calibration cast1106

was performed with the MSS attached to the Ocean City CTD on February 2,1107

2020, which showed a constant offset in conductivity of 0.11 mS cm−1 (data not1108

shown). After reprocessing the affected data with this offset correction, values1109

were in good agreement with the CTD data.1110

Figure 10. Time series of surface (a) Conservative Temperature (◦C) and (b)
Absolute Salinity (g kg−1, derived from the full resolution combined dataset
presented in this study (black lines) and the Polarstern thermosalinograph
(red dots). In (a), triangles indicate the start and end of the legs, dots and ver-
tical dotted lines the geographical markers, and the orange line the uncrewed
period of the drift as in Fig. 1b.

The Polarstern thermosalinograph, an on-board system that continuously sam-1111

ples surface waters through an inlet in the ship’s hull, is found to give unrealistic1112
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temperature data and is therefore not included here (Fig. 10a). As the presence of1113

the ship itself raises the temperature in adjacent waters, especially on the lee side,1114

i.e. during times of drift in the direction opposite to the thermosalinograph inlet,1115

recorded temperatures are too high and too variable and should not be used for1116

analysis. Salinity data is not affected and is mostly in good agreement with data1117

from other sources (Fig. 10b). However, in the presence of considerable salinity1118

gradients in the surface layer during the melt season, also salinity data should be1119

treated with care, as it is unclear which effect mixing around the ship has on the1120

water properties.1121

Mixed Layer Properties1122

The depth of the surface mixed layer is commonly calculated based on a density1123

threshold criterion, i.e., identified as the first depth where the density increases1124

exceed a predefined value, compared to the value at the surface (e.g., Toole et al.,1125

2010). In this study, we calculate the surface reference potential density as the av-1126

erage of the upper 4-10 m, which excludes the shallow meltwater layers in sum-1127

mer and data points where conductivity sensors were not fully adjusted in winter.1128

We do not calculate mixed layer depth from the discrete depth data of the CTD1129

chain (86 profiles), or any profiles starting below a depth of 10 m (79 out of 24341130

profiles, all from ITPs). We also exclude profiles that show a strong upper ocean1131

(4-10 m) stratification of N2 > 3 ∗ 10−5 s−2, which is by definition not a ”mixed”1132

layer (264 profiles), indicated as purple crosses in Fig. 4a.1133

In the remaining profiles, we found that applying any density difference1134

threshold between 0.04-0.08 kg m−3 yields similar mixed layer depths within a1135

range of 2 m (1139 profiles), or 6 m (292 profiles, mostly in winter when salinity1136

increases associated with brine are present at the base of the mixed layer). For1137

these profiles, we chose the shallowest value, corresponding to a density thresh-1138

old of 0.04 kg m−3, as the base of the mixed layer. In the presence of a less sharp1139

pycnocline, i.e., when the increase in density below the surface mixed layer is1140

more gradual and mixed layer depths based on the different density thresholds1141

differ by 6-12 m, we chose the center of the pycnocline, corresponding to a den-1142

sity threshold of 0.06 kg m−3, as the base of the mixed layer (155 profiles). For1143

419 profiles, the surface mixed layer depth could not be calculated based on the1144

above described method, and therefore no estimate is given. Previous studies using1145

MOSAiC data applied a density difference threshold of 0.1 kg m−3 (Schulz et al.,1146

2023a; Fer et al., 2022), or 0.05 kg m−3 (Rabe et al., 2022). In the presence of1147

a well-defined mixed layer, the exact choice of density threshold does not matter1148
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(see above), however, it is important to apply vigorous quality control in addition1149

to the automatic detection of mixed layer depth based on a density threshold, to1150

exclude any estimates for profiles without a clear defined mixed layer.1151

Surface salinity and temperature (Fig. 4b) are calculated per profile as the1152

average over again 4-10 m, even if the surface layer was stratified (see above),1153

and subsequently averaged per day. Corresponding freezing point temperature was1154

calculated using the TEOS-10 set of equations (McDougall and Barker, 2011).1155

River water fraction and CDOM1156

We quantify meteoric and sea ice-related freshwater sources based on salinity and
δ18O following Östlund and Hut (1984), using the following mass balance:

fmar + fr + fSIM = 1 (2)
fmar ∗ Smar + fr ∗ Sr + fSIM ∗ SSIM = Smeas (3)
fmar ∗Omar + fr ∗Or + fSIM ∗OSIM = Omeas, (4)

where fmar, fr, and fSIM are the fractions of marine water, river runoff, and sea-ice1157

meltwater, respectively, and Smar, Sr, SSIM, Omar, Or and OSIM are the correspond-1158

ing salinity and δ18O values (Tab. 5). Meteoric water in the Arctic consists mainly1159

of river runoff from the large Siberian rivers, and also contains local precipitation,1160

with similar isotopic composition due to their common source. For simplicity,1161

meteoric water refers to river water in this study. The main marine source in the1162

Arctic Ocean are Atlantic-derived waters, and Pacific-derived waters that enter the1163

Arctic Ocean via Bering Strait play no role within our sampling region (Paffrath1164

et al. (2021), MOSAiC findings).1165

Table 5. End-Member Values Used in Mass Balance Calculations.

End-Member Salinitya δ18O (‰)
fmar 34.92±0.05 0.3±0.1
fr 0 -20±1
fSIM 4±1 -2b+2.6±1

aIn this analysis only, practical salinity was used.
bAverage surface water value for the central Arctic Ocean.

A negative sea-ice meltwater fraction fSIM reflects the amount of water re-1166

moved by sea-ice formation, and the absolute value is proportional to the subse-1167

quent addition of brine to the remaining water. The sea-ice meltwater fraction does1168
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not include meltwater from ice formed from river water, which is accounted for in1169

fr. All fractions are net values reconstructed from the δ18O and salinity signature1170

of each sample. Resulting from analytical errors, an uncertainty for each fraction1171

of up to ±0.2% and ±0.4% is estimated associated with measurement precision1172

for δ18O analysis between ±0.04‰ and ±0.07‰. An additional systematic error1173

depends on the exact choice of end-member values. When end-member values are1174

varied within the estimated uncertainties (Tab. 5), both fractions are shifted by1175

up to ∼1%, but results are always qualitatively conserved even when tested with1176

extreme end-member variations (see Bauch et al., 2011, for details). In Fig. 4c,1177

we show average values of river water fraction fr within the upper 15 m. Sea-ice1178

meltwater fraction fSIM are not presented and discussed here, as surface layer val-1179

ues alone cannot be interpreted directly, e.g., in seasonal succession, but need to1180

be interpreted in relation to deeper layers to account for local versus advective1181

signals, which is beyond the scope of this study.1182

Colored dissolved organic matter (CDOM) presents another potential, qualita-1183

tive tracer for river runoff in Arctic waters (e.g. Granskog et al., 2007; Gonçalves-1184

Araujo et al., 2016; Stedmon et al., 2021), as this material originates primarily1185

from terrestrial runoff. Here, we use CDOM data from ITP94, which was equipped1186

with a CDOM fluorescence sensor, that detects humic-like CDOM. Values are1187

reported in factory-calibrated units (Quinine Sulphate equivalents, ppb). During1188

postprocessing, data is despiked using a fourth-order median filter, and data in the1189

upper 0-15m depth is averaged for each profile.1190

Water Mass Definition1191

Here, we define the surface mixed layer down to the bounding pycnocline as de-
scribed above. Below the surface mixed layer, the halocline starts, and ends when
vertical stratification is also affected by changes in temperature, at a density ratio
of

R =
α∆θ

β∆S
= 0.05, (5)

where α is the thermal expansion and β is the haline contraction coefficient, fol-1192

lowing (Bourgain and Gascard, 2011). If this criterion yields a halocline layer1193

of a thickness less than 10 m, we do not identify these waters as part of the1194

halocline. Below the surface layers, we identify (non-modified) Atlantic Water1195

as temperatures Θ > 2◦C, and (modified) Arctic Atlantic Water as temperatures1196

0 < Θ < 2◦C (Rudels et al., 2012), and deeper water layers as summarized in1197

Tab. 1. There, σ0.5, σ1, and σ1.5 refer to the potential density referenced at 500,1198
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1000 and 1500 m depth, respectively.1199

Current Velocity1200

Horizontal ocean currents are measured from the drifting sea ice, using a lon-1201

grange RD-Instruments 75 kHz ADCP (Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler), de-1202

ployed pointing downwards through a hydrohole (Baumann et al., 2021). The ver-1203

tical resolution of the 20-minute time-averaged profiles is 8 m. Due to the unre-1204

liability of magnetic compasses at high latitudes, a GPS compass was used, and1205

the current profiles were recorded in beam coordinates. Geo-referenced, eastward1206

and northward velocity components in the upper 500 m were obtained during1207

post-processing.1208

Barotropic, i.e., depth-mean, tidal currents along the drift were estimated1209

from the Arctic Ocean Inverse Tide Model (AOTIM) on a 5 km horizontal grid1210

(Arc5km2018) (Erofeeva and Egbert, 2020). We use the 8 main constituents (M2,1211

S2, N2, K2, K1, O1, P1, Q1) and 4 nonlinear components (M4, MS4, MN2, and1212

2N2) here. We also estimate the barotropic tidal current from the above-mentioned1213

ADCP data. As our current observations were obtained from a drifting ice floe, the1214

time series exhibit a combination of temporal and spatial variability, making it in-1215

appropriate to employ standard tidal harmonic analysis. Similar to Meyer et al.1216

(2017a), we apply a complex demodulation as a method to isolate the tidal sig-1217

nals. Rotary component amplitude and phase of the diurnal and semidiurnal tides1218

were estimated at 24 and 12 h frequencies using 48 hour long segments. It has1219

to be kept in mind that in the Arctic Ocean, the inertial frequency is close to the1220

semidiurnal band, and inertial oscillations will contaminate the tidal estimates (for1221

the clockwise rotary component).1222

Eddies are identified visually in the ADCP data, only considering structures1223

that appear more than in three consecutive vertical levels and at least three contin-1224

uous measurements in time.1225

Turbulence and Heat Fluxes1226

Profiles of turbulent dissipation rates ε (W kg−1) at 1 m vertical resolution were1227

obtained with a free-falling, tethered microstructure profiler MSS90L, Sea & Sun1228

Technology, Germany), through a hole drilled in the sea ice, at a minimum dis-1229

tance of 250 m from Polarstern. Details on the measurement setup and processing1230

can be found in Schulz et al. (2022b). Based on these data, the depth of the surface1231

active mixing layer was identified when surface-elevated dissipation rates first fall1232

below a threshold of ε = 5 × 10−9 W kg−1, and remain below threshold for at1233
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least three consecutive depth levels.1234

The vertical diffusivity Kz (m2 s−1) is calculated from ε and density profiles1235

following Bouffard and Boegman (2013), accounting for possibly different turbu-1236

lent regimes and stratification ranges. Averages of turbulent quantities, such as ε1237

and Kz are calculated using the maximum likelihood estimator MLE (Baker and1238

Gibson, 1987). Vertical heat fluxes are calculated from Kz values and the bulk1239

vertical gradient (over the depth range of the respective vertical layer, halocline or1240

thermocline, see Tab: 1) in potential temperature ∂θ
∂z

, according to1241

Fh = −ρ0cpKz
∂θ

∂z
, (6)

where ρ0 = 1027 kg m−3 is the reference density, and cp ≈ 3, 991.9 J kg−1 K−1 is1242

the specific heat capacity of sea water (e.g., Schulz et al., 2021). Positive values1243

indicate upward heat fluxes. Heat fluxes were calculated individually per profile1244

and then (arithmetically) averaged per day.1245

In addition, heat flux timeseries at 3 m depth were measured by four Au-1246

tonomous Ocean Flux Buoys (AOFBs) deployed in October 2019 at the CO and1247

three L-sites in the distributed network (see Rabe et al., 2022, for details on the1248

distributed network), initially about 15 km from the CO. At 3 m depth, the AOFBs1249

sampled 2Hz timeseries of high resolution 3D velocity components, temperature,1250

and conductivity co-located in a 15 cm cube volume. Eddy-correlation heat, salt1251

and momentum fluxes were derived from 35 minute ensemble co-spectra sam-1252

pled every 2 hours. An upward-directed acoustic altimeter measured local basal1253

ice base changes. Data from all sensors are returned to a server via an Iridium1254

modem each day, and the buoys typically survive 6–24 months using a mix of pri-1255

mary batteries, solar power and wind power. In this analysis here, the heat fluxes1256

from the longest surviving MOSAiC AOFB, at the distributed network site L2 are1257

presented.1258

Climatologies1259

The climatologies and state estimates used in this study (Tab. 2) have significant1260

overlaps in terms of data; however, they cover slightly different periods, contain1261

different types of data from various sources, and are produced using distinct meth-1262

ods and interpolation procedures. It is important to note that historical data for1263

the winter period in the Arctic Ocean is scarce; most Arctic Ocean cruises are1264

conducted during the summer, leading to a bias in the climatologies towards the1265

summer season. Additionally, the majority of Ice-Tethered Profilers (ITPs) that1266
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provide winter data in recent decades are concentrated in the western part of the1267

Arctic and the Transpolar drift, and limited to the upper 1000 m. Due to the spa-1268

tial and temporal distribution of MOSAiC data, conducting a comprehensive sea-1269

sonal comparison with climatologies proves challenging. To address this, we have1270

calculated month-long basin-wide averages for specific periods: January in the1271

Amundsen Basin for winter, May in the Nansen Basin for spring, and July in the1272

Fram Strait region for summer. These averages were derived from the objectively1273

analyzed monthly fields of each climatology.1274

Nansen (1902) provided the first oceanographic measurements of the Central1275

Arctic Ocean from 1893 to 1896. However, systematic oceanographic observa-1276

tions only began in the 1930s. During the 1980s and 1990s, the increased use of1277

icebreakers and submarines resulted in a significant increase in hydrographic data.1278

The bulk of historical data before 2000 was gathered to construct climatological1279

atlases of the Arctic Ocean by the Environmental Working Group (1997), which1280

are all included in the PHC3 climatology (Steele et al., 2001). The PHC3 clima-1281

tology was, however, not updated since the early 2000s. More recent data on the1282

Arctic Ocean is available in the World Ocean Database (Boyer et al., 2013) and1283

the Unified Database for Arctic and Subarctic Hydrography (UDASH) dataset,1284

which is a collection of quality-controlled profiles (Behrendt et al., 2018). As the1285

UDASH profiles are scattered, we use the WOA18 climatology (Locarnini et al.,1286

2018; Zweng et al., 2018) objectively analyzed monthly fields (1955-2017), which1287

include a large portion of the profiles included in UDASH. MIMOC (Schmidtko1288

et al., 2013) is a monthly, isopycnal ocean climatology containing data from ITPs1289

and data archived in the World Ocean Database. MIMOC preserves the surface1290

mixed layer, minimizing both diapycnal and isopycnal smoothing of temperature1291

and salinity. For more recent observations, we have included the World Ocean At-1292

las 2023 ”1991-2020 climate normals”, a recent objectively analyzed climatology1293

from the World Ocean Atlas only covering the 1991-2020 period (WOA23, Boyer1294

et al. (2018)).1295

ASTE (Arctic Subpolar gyre sTate Estimate, Nguyen et al. (2021) is a data-1296

constrained ocean-sea ice model-data synthesis covering the period 2002-2017.1297

The model (Massachusetts Institute of Technology general circulation model,1298

MITgcm) uses various in-situ and satellite observations, including ITPs and moor-1299

ings in the Arctic gateways. ECCOv4-r3 (Forget et al., 2015) is a global state es-1300

timate of ocean circulation and sea ice covering the period 1992 to 2015. It is also1301

based on MITgcm, and assimilates various satellite and in-situ ocean observations.1302

ECCOv4-r3 has demonstrated its ability to accurately reproduce ocean properties1303

and variability in sub-Arctic regions (Asbjørnsen et al., 2020). For further details1304
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on the temporal and spatial data coverage, processing and data assimilation meth-1305

ods, data quality, and uncertainty estimates of the different climatologies and state1306

estimates, we refer to the respective reference papers.1307
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